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1. 3-page note by Hal to Jim Lesar w/ useful summaries 

2. There is an article by William Turner in Sage Magazine in which 
fiormer agent Turner accuses the FBi of bungling in the JFK 
assassination. There is an FBI analysis of the Turner article 
appended. (I did not copy.) 

2. Packet of docs. identified as Lee Harvey Oswald Vol. XII 
8/15/'66 thru 12/28/'66 

a. DeLoach to Tolson 11/25/'66 re: FBI spikes a book that 
would be critical of Warren. Warren confides that Wesley Liebler 
was a "beatnik" type; that he turned over his notes on prospective 
book to Epstein, etc. Hoover must have loved this. It was 
approaching a love feast between DeLaoch and Warren. 

b. Wick to DeLoach 11/23/’66 re: doc. on setting up Sid 
Epstein of "The Evening Star" (11/25/'66) for the Hoover letter. 
And the appended material. 

c. Rosen to DeLoach 11/15/’66 re; Rosen explains why the FBI 
report on shooting differed from the autopsy report on the back 
wound. Autopsy reported that it was a through-and-through and 
exited the throat. The FBI report noted that bullet penetrated body 
only a few inches and must have fallen out. (Hoover would argue 
under heart massage, etc.) The argument here is that Bethesda drs. 
did not know about the tracheotomy, etc. on the night of the 
autopsy and therefore the FBI agents reported what was origionally 
false. ( I did not copy) 

ad. Rosen to DeLoach 11/15/’66 re: doc. and appended docs. 
deal with the Sid Epstein fraud. Appended docs. layout what would 
be in the Hoover letter. 

e. A copy of the Hoover 10/20/’66 letter 

£f. DeLoach 10/19/'66 re: copy of proposed letter under 
Wick’s signature (Crime Records Division) . 

DeLoach writes a criticism of the proposed letter; feels it 
will only draw more attention tp, the FBI. 

Hoover note: "I don’t sonéiser the proposed statement succinct 
nor understandable to the layman. Consequently it is best to say 
nothing if we cant do an adequate job." 

g- DeLoach to Tolson 10/10/’66 re: DeLoach summary of 
conversation with Justice Abe Fortas. Fortas wanted Hoover to 
accede to LBJ’s request that bureau have book written by Hoover to 
confound the critics of the WC Report. At close they agreed that a
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a public statement would be the propoer course. This spurs on the Epstein-Evening Star charade. 

h. Brennan to Sullivan 10/3/66 re: Reports that Allen Dulles’ health being impaird by criticism of the we Report. Dulles wants other WC memberes to respond,etc. 

i. DeLoach to Tolson 9/26/'66 re: DeLoach proposes a blind memorandum approach (without FBI attribution of course) to undermind Mark Lane’s book Rush.) Based on FBI’s analysis of the Lane book. This idea will develop into the Epstein ruse. 
But also see DeLoach and the 94 file.
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a public statement would be the propoer course. This spurs on the 
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h. Brennan to Sullivan 1i10/3/’66 re: Reports that Allen Dulles’ 
health being impaird by criticism of the WC Report. Dulles wants 
other WC memberes to respond,etc. 
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Note to above. Check w/ Sullivan and wW/ Allen tickler on destruction of te note. 

3. Copy of Hosty’s we testimony (attach to extra copy in this folder>) 

4. Copy of Adams’ testimony before House subcommittee on Judiciary October 21, 1975. I did not copy because I think I have this in another file. 

5. Note: Referencing William Sullivan’s comments in Time Magazine 11/3/’75. Need to check. Did Sullivan say that Mohr or Hoover gave orders for destruction of the Hosty note? 

Most of the docs. relate to the appearance of FBI agents before the US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (1975)
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1. Hal’s note to Jim Lesar. mentions that these are non recorded records and therefore are probally FBI ticklers. Also makes comment about the interviews of DL agents and others from Dl office pertaining to destruction of the Hosty note. 

2. Bassett to Callahan 9/17/''75 re: subject was Mohr and current pieces in press that he was the one who oredered the destruction of the Hosty note frfom FBIHQ. Cites the news sources where this story appeared. Current issue of Time Magazine and and 9/17/75 edition of NY Times on page one. Mohr’s comment was "No comment." 

Note to above. Check w/ Sullivan and w/ Allen tickler on destruction of te note. 

3. Copy of Hosty’s Wc testimony (attach to extra copy in this folder>) 

4. Copy of Adams’ testimony before House subcommittee on Judiciary October 21, 1975. I did not copy because I think I have this in another file. 

5. Note: Referencing William Sullivan’s comments in Time Magazine 11/3/'75. Need to check. Did Sullivan say that Mohr or Hoover gave orders for destruction of the Hosty note? 

Most of the docs. relate to the appearance of FBI agents before the US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (1975)
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Re: Inventory of FBI Ticklers Disclosed to Mark Allen 12/13//'84 Location: Hal’s Basement 
Designation: Mark Allen’s Hosty Material 

1. Pages from Steno Notebook re: copies 6 /7 pages on notebook items w/ FBI serials. Most of this from 62-109090 file. I need to check these out from Hal’s records to make sure I have them in my summary collection. 

Also note to check on 62-109090--1490 (or 490) Hoover says to wrap up investigation on Nov. 26, "we have have the basic facts now." This is in the "Secret" Allen Tickler. This should be carefully reviewed all over again. 

2. Hosty to SAC, Dallas (100-10461) 12/6/’63  Hosty explains his interest in Oswald. he notes on. first page that Oswald beat his wife on "numerous occasions" and neighbors complained. (I think I have this doc. in another file.) 

3. Several docs. on Hosty’s administrative punishment by Bureau. One of these is Hoover’s letter of censure. nother notes that Hoover orders him "transfer to non-preference office. Kansas City." 

4. Docs. on Hosty’s appeal to FBI Director Clarance M. Kelley 11/14/’73 and Kelley’s reply 

5. Hunsinger to Walsh 11/14/’73 re: Gives useful info. on those other FBI agents disciplined as a result of the Gale Report.
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1. Pages from Steno Notebook re: copies 6 /7 pages on notebook items w/ FBI serials. Most of this from 62-109090 file. T need to check these out from Hal’s records to make sure I have them in my summary collection. 

Also note to check on 62-109090--1490 (or 490) Hoover says to wrap up investigation on Nov. 26, "we have have the basic facts now." This is in the "Secret" Allen Tickler. This shoulda be carefully reviewed all over again. 

2. Hosty to SAC, Dallas (100-10461) 12/6/’63  Hosty explains his interest in Oswald. he notes on. first page that Oswald beat his wife on "numerous occasions" and neighbors complained. (I think I have this doc. in another file.) 

3. Several docs. on Hosty’s administrative punishment by Bureau. One of these is Hoover’s letter of censure. nother notes that Hoover orders him "transfer to non-preference office. Kansas City." In the Davidson to Callahan memo 9/25/'64 it is noted at bottom of P- 2 that Hoover praised Hosty for this testimony before the WC. He 

4. Docs. on Hosty’s appeal to FBI Director Clarance M. Kelley 11/14/’73 ana Kelley’s reply 

5. Hunsinger to Walsh 11/14/73 re: Gives useful info. on those other FBI agents disciplined as a result of the Gale Report.


